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Abstract
This research aimed to analyze the exemplary values in 'Lencana Alia' story book by Esti Asmala. This research was carried out with a qualitative method. The result revealed that Asmala combined symbolic modeling technique and positive reinforcement to give an understanding of exemplary values that children can practice. The symbolic modeling technique included the character activities that showed some moral values such as independence, cleanliness, responsibility, commitment, social care, and honesty. Then, an example of positive reinforcement was given to encourage children in the form of a badge based on the character they successfully played. Besides, children were also taught to recognize critical situations to see a situation that is more appropriate or favorable to their ego.
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INTRODUCTION
Children in the golden age experience tremendous growth and development. They cannot be replaced in the future, especially in the social-emotional aspect, where children gradually learn to recognize human interaction and social rules through a process of strengthening and modeling moral values (Abdurrahman, 2019).

Experts agree that children can get exposure to role models or examples of characterizing exemplary values by reading stories or scenarios that are adjusted to their level of cognitive maturity to creatively analyze behaviors that are considered attractive (Rahmawati & Dewi, 2020).

Children tend to be interested in visualizing behavior, whether it is in the form of audio-visuals or picture books. For example, how the scriptwriter of the film, Shoes Dahlan, shows the character of social responsibility and concern (Efendy, 2021), or the learning of etiquette obtained from the book "I am a Good Child" by Anisa Widiyarti (Hadi, 2020).

That is why even the Indonesian government, through the national literacy movement program, annually selects writers from various parts of Indonesia to celebrate the fulfillment of literacy needs for children every year, and the book "Lencana Alia" by Esti Asmala, is one of many titles published in 2019. This is also in line with various changes that are continuously being made, one of which is a continuous curriculum change by the demands of the times; until now, several curricula have been implemented in education (Aini & Ridwan, 2021).

Ridwan (2016, 2017a, 2017b, 2018a, 2018b) states that the spirit of caring for local wisdom must always grow and be born as an endeavor, both through educating oral and written traditions. Literacy must also be in line with local content to stay smart. The issue of moral and character crises is a severe and ongoing discussion. The Indonesian nation has a tremendous moral and character crisis.

Children are the golden generation who will continue the struggle of the
founders of this nation. The last few years and even months have been intensively presented with the destruction of children’s morale, starting from sexual harassment and sexual abuse everywhere, even though the fate of this nation depends on them. The use of literature, especially visual stories or picture books, appreciates the learning of character values with attractive, creative, and innovative packaging. Children are also taught to see benchmarks and behavioral problems in the form of direct pilots that make it easier to understand the causes and effects of behavior (Hadi, 2020).

Researcher selected the "Lencana Alia" by Esti Asmala to be analyzed, because the book teaches not only based on symbolic modelling through things done from the character but also behavior-building techniques based on positive reinforcement, as soon as the desired character appears (Puspasari, 2018).

METHOD

Method carried out in this research was descriptive qualitative by conducting literature studies, or by solving critical ideas of a problem by deepening the study of relevant literature or literature materials (Abdurrahman, 2019). The literature chosen to be the research material is "Lencana Alia" by Esti Asmala.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first discussion that emerged when opening this book was that parents became the center of parenting by providing direction and reinforcement when the child showed what was intended.

“These are the badges that belong to Alia. Mom and Dad give them when Alia is being great” (Asmala, 2019)

Children were directed to the character desired by parents, through the provision of symbolic gifts in the form of badges as positive reinforcement, so that children were motivated to continue doing things that make them appreciated (Susanty, 2021). In the book, it is mentioned that the badges are like "independent children"; "eat vegetables"; "cleanliness", and "brushing teeth" to represent the things that the children successfully do.

After the author revealed the concept of reinforcement from parents toward children, one by one the characters that wanted to be given to the reader are introduced.

1. The Value of Independent

The first depiction of exemplary characters is self-sufficient value. Children are taught to be responsible for themselves and the things they have through daily practical activities (Wulandari et al., 2018). According to Hamka, learning independence is a sense of responsibility that a person has to achieve goals, things that are desired, and the learning process of his own accord (Aini, 2021)

Alia can clean up her own toys. She has also been able to tidy up her books. Mom gives Alia the Badge of Independent Child (Asmala, 2019).

It is told, in the story, that character can clean up toys and tidy up books, and as a reward for these activities, Alia gets the "Independent Child" badge.

2. The Value of Cleanliness

The second exemplary character is related to a concern for the environment, by always maintaining the cleanliness of the living environment (Amril & Pransiska, 2021).

Alia always takes out the garbage in the trash can. Dad gives Alia a Badge of Cleanliness (Asmala, 2019).

Symbolic modeling of cleanliness value lied on particular part of the story; how Alia threw the garbage to the place it belonged (bin). In return, Alia deserved to get the positive reinforcement by “Badge of Success/Lencana Keberhasilan”.

3. The Value of Responsibility

The other character that the author built was a concern of responsibility towards the command given (Sari & Wardani, 2021).
Alia was set going to school. That day, Alia desired getting the Eating-up-meal Badge. Alia always had leftover ever since she entered school (Asmalia, 2019).

Throughout the story, this sense of responsibility was set out in eating up the packed meal. If she did, “Eating-up-meal Badge” was in hand.

4. The Value of Commitment

Beside this sense of responsibility, there was also the value of commitment by having desire to change the habit of not eating up the meal (Sepratianto, 2018).

5. The Value of Social Concern

This time, the readers were faced to the conflict of commitment by helping her friends in need. This value influenced the socio-emotional development of child by focusing him on sensitivity, concern and unselfishness towards self-desires (Ningtyas & Jadmiko, 2021).

At last, Alia decided to share his packed meal. Mother would never know what she did. She was so determined about it (Asmalia, 2019)

The story showed Alia sharing her packed meal even though she did not keep her commitment and responsibility to finish her meal.

6. The Value of Honesty

By the time she arrived home, mother appreciated her responsibility with “Eating-up-meal Badge”. But, she felt ineligible of the awards towards the responsibility she neglected by sharing; she broke her value of commitment by helping her friends whose lunch box was left at home.

Alia had not had “Eating-up-meal Badge” and wanted to get in an appropriate way by being honest to mother (Asmalia, 2019)

The story part above showed the value of honesty and admitting mistakes even so having to lose the most desired thing as a consequence (Harahap, 2022).

In reality, being honest was more appreciated by surrounding people. Besides the badge she got including her success of eating up the meal, “Sharing Badge” and “Honesty Badge” were given to her as additional appreciation.

CONCLUSION

In short, “lencana Alia” written by Esti Asmala, combined symbolic modeling technique and positive reinforcement to provide an understanding of exemplary values the children were able to apply. This technique was the character activities showing some values of independence, cleanliness, responsibility, commitment, social concern and honesty. Furthermore, the story explicitized the positive reinforcement through the badges of values that Alia achieved successfully. Besides, the children were taught the crisis situations to help them observe the situations they faced; to handle the one which was more appropriate to do or more beneficial to their ego.
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